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"Capsule" stores
memories of '70s
Some people keep their
memorabilia in a scrapbook,
some in a treasure chest. But
yesterday, students at Kenwood
Elementary School in Bowling
Green put some of their
memories of the 1970s away in a
safe deposit box.
As part of the school's 25th anniversary celebration, the box,
donated by the Bowling Green
Huntington Bank, is serving as a
time capsule. The box will not
be opened again until the
school's 50th anniversary in
2004.
Some of the items placed in
the capsule were copies of
yesterday's Blade and Daily
Sentinel Tribune, letters from
students in kindergarten through
sixth grades and each class' picture.
The letters had a variety of
messages. Students in lower
grades told of the fun they have
at school and the friendships
they have made. Students in
higher grades noted the gasoline
shortage and the need for better
technology to produce energy.
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Gasoline controls evoke mixed responses
by Julie Stephens
Staff reporter

Last week's decision by the U.S.
House of Representatives to retain
price and allocation controls on
gasoline has elicited mixed reactions
from University and community
members.
With a 225-189 vote last week in favor
of price controls, the House overturned
a 191-188 vote taken Oct. 12 for immediate and full gasoline decontrol.
Allocation and price controls will be
in effect until Sept. 30,1981. when they
will expire automatically.
Service stations all over the country
have been affected by gasoline and
allocation controls, and two city
gasoline dealers see the situation in different ways.

Tom Donald, manager of Donald's
Sohio Service 1005 N. Main St., said that
the situation is not really affecting him.
"In many cases, it is as much as we
can sell anyway," Donald said, adding
that many times the one-month
gasoline allotment is more than he can
sell.
"I think most dealers wouldn't raise
prices much, simply because of market
competition," he said.
However, Dale Otley, manager of
Dale's Shell Service, 402 E. Wooster St..
said that he is "hurting" despite a 5 percent allotment increase for Shell stations.
"We're hurting, but we're not
desperately hurting," Otley said. "We
will not be up to par until they release
price controls.
"I think they (oil companies) are go-

ing to raise gas prices even with the
price controls," he said, explaining that
because the OPEC nations are raising
prices, gas stations have to increase
prices.
University economics professor
Peter M. Hutchinson says the allocation
system is a very good idea because it
mandates that each service station
should receive the same allocation of a
base supply.
When demand for gasoline grows,
Hutchinson said, some service stations
will run out of gasoline and other gas
stations can't transfer their allocations.
"The government has two goals," he
said. "We've got to conserve energy,
and yet at the same time we have to
protect the consumer from higher
prices.
"You can't have both," Hutchinson

said, "because if you are going to conserve energy, you have to allow prices
to rise to let the market price reflect the
true economic value.
"As long as prices are low, you as a
consumer will not conserve," he explained.
David J. Reed, associate professor of
economics, also is not in favor of the
House decision.
"I think it was a reaction to the
reported profits of the oil companies.'
Reed said.
He said the control prevent companies from distributing adequate
allocations of gasoline.
University students had mixed reactions about the reverse legislation.
Sophomore Patty Baumgardner
thinks that deregulation would be bet-

ter than current price controls.
"I think there would be lower gas
prices without the ceiling," Baumgardner said. "I think there'd be more competition between each oil company."
But, senior Sharon Terpening doesn't
think there would be lower gas prices
even without the controls.
"I think all it's (price controls) doing is
covering up the problem of inflation,
Terpening said. They (gas prices) probably would go up until they've got inflation under control."
On the other hand, Cheryl Fuller
sides with price controls.
"I think it's a good thing because the
gas companies are getting carried
away with their profits," Fuller siad.
She said that oil companies are making considerable profits, and there is
continued on page 3
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MEXICO CTTY-Mexican aviation investigators say their investigation of Wednesday's
Western Airlines DC-10 crash
here centers on why the pilot used a runway he had been told
was closed Page 8.
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weather
Windy, partly cloudy. High 48F
(9C), 10 percent chance of
precipitation.

Patterns in the rain

Umbrellas were standard equipment yesterday at November got
off to a wet start with a day-long drizzle. In the view from the top

staff photo by Tim Westhoven
doors of the Education Building, however, the umbrellas made
an ornate pattern on a brick sidewalk below.

litlG IX HEW regulation creates confusion over athletic funding

by Mary Dannemlller
itaff reporter

programs.
By July 1978 all institutions receiving
federal assistance were to comply with
the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare's regulations or risk losing
federal aid.
There was only one problem. HEW
gave "no real guidelines" as to how Title IX regulations should be complied
with, Dr. Marvin Kumler, chairman of
the University Title IX Committee and
associate professor of psychology, said.

This 37-word statute, intending to
eliminate sex discrimination in the
education ranks, only created more
confusion as institutions affected by it
tried to interpret its meaning.
The regulations, known as Title IX,
became effective July 21, 1975 and
specifically addressed the issues of admissions, recruitment and education

This flaw was evidenced by the fact
that HEW received 93 complaints from
f!2 institutions across the country expressing concern about their obligations to the law, especially in the area of
intercollegiate athletics.
"The policy bases compliance on participation rates, not enrollment, but requires that procedures be established to

"No person in the United States shall
on the basis of sex, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits
of, or be subjected to discrimination
under any education program or activity receiving federal financial
assistance."
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972.

increase opportunities for women to
participate in competitive athletics," a
Dec. 11,1978 article in the Chronicle of
Higher Education stated.
The regulation's phrasing of
"equivalent per capita expenditures"
for sports of both sexes created confusion, Kumler said.
The policy also recognizes that certain sports produce large revenues and
may require greater expenditures,
without being discriminatory, the
Chronicle article reported.
"At present, on most campuses there
are revenue-producing sports,"
Kumler, who is also chairman of the
University Athletics Committee, said.
Football, basketball and hockey are
self-supporting, while other sports are
non-revenue, he said.
It is reasonable to assume that if a

team has a successful season, It will
generate revenue and not only pay for
itself, but perhaps subsidize other team
sports, Kumler sam.
Hockey at the University, for example, meets all of its own expenses
through gate receipts, concessions,
game contracts and television-radio
rights, he said.
Football players comprise "clearly
the most expensive athletic team"
because of the equipment and facilities
required, Kumler said.
According to the Chronicle article,
the interpretation states "recipients
who operate or sponsor interscholastic,
intercollegiate, club or intramural
athletics provide equal athletic opportunities for members of both sexes."
However, recipients of federal funds
will not be in viola tion of Title IX if they
provide unequal aggregate expen-

ditures for members of each sex, or
unequal expenditures for male and
female teams, the policy said.
The regulation specifically requires
"equal opportunity is scholarship
assistance," but Kumler explained that
the Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women IAIAW) does not
permit as many grants-in-aid as does
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA).
Therefore, in complying with Title
IX. institutions might violate the NCAA
or AIAW regulations, although it is
uncertain what the effect of a violation
of those regulations would be, Kumler
said.
Since interpretations of Title IX are
still vague, Kumler said that some institutions are looking into what is called
the "Sanford Plan."
Dr. Terry Sanford, president of Duke

University, has suggested that rather
than waiting for HEW to
bureaucratically decide what is required, it would be in the interest of
each university or college to develop its
own individual plan for compliance.
The individual plan then can be approved or rejected by HEW. This
method would be an alternative to a
restrictive standard for all schools,
Kumler said.
The University Title IX Committee,
created by James Hof, vice president
for development and alumni affairs is
attempting to develop a plan for the
University's compliance, Kumler said.
He added that it also is identifying
areas that should be investigated by
subcommittees.
Kumler said the interpretation of Title IX will rely on "the whole dollar-fordollar question."

Refugee student reflects on four years in America
by Rick Rlmelspach
•taff reporter

Disliking cafeteria food, complaining
about too much homework and enjoying
disco music isn't unusual for a University student. But being a refugee from
Nha Trang, South Vietnam, is.
Phouk Thi Tran, a freshman computer science major, came to the
United States four years ago during the
mass exodus of Vietnamese at the end
of the war.
Tran left Vietnam In a refugee boat
and remembers how lucky she was to
get out during the final desperate days
of fighting.
"We might not have made it out
without the help of my brother-in-law,
who was a helicopter pilot and an important man In the government," Tran
explained.
BUT WHILE Tran was fortunate

enough to escape, her parents were
unable to join her. Tran has not heard
from her parents since she left her
country four years ago.
Because of the new government,
communication in and out of the country is restricted, and Tran said she
thinks letters would be intercepted
because her parents operated a successful business in the community.
"My goal is to someday return home
and see my parents. I hope I can," Tran
said.
After arriving in the United Slates,
Tran and her sister, brother-in-law and
their children settled in Marion, where
a missionary church sponsored them.
The most immediate problem for
Iran in Marion was the language barrier.
"I DIDN'T know one word of
English," Tran said.

But after four-years of studying the
language and living in the United
States, Tran now speaks the language
well and has little trouble communicating.
Tran said she enjoyed living in
Marlon, and her adjustment to
American life was made easier by her
new friends and teachers.
"People were very friendly there. I
had many friends and had a real good
time," she said.
TRAN ATTENDED high school and
vocational school in Marion, where she
studied computers. One of her teachers,
Brenda Whittaker, a graduate of the
University, recommended that she
come to the University to further her
education, and Tran did Just that about
six weeks ago.
Although her major Is computer
science, Tran said she might change It
because she is not sure what she wants

to do for a living. But the ever-smiling
young woman said she likes the University and plans to stay here four years.
Even though she likes the atmosphere of college life, Tran admits
classes are difficult for her.
"Teachers go so fast I can't keep up.
It sometimes takes me a while to
understand what they are saying,"
Tran said.
ALONG WITH classes and
homework, Tran also has a part-time
office job In McFall Center. That does
not leave her much free time, but she
enjoys watching television when she
has the chance. Her favorite shows are
"Eight is Enough"." Mork and Mindy"
and "Three's Company."
Tran also enjoys listening to disco
and "Top-40" music, although she said
she does not party much.
Calling cafeteria food "terrible and

the same everyday," the resident of
McDonald West said her sister often
sends her some home-cooked Vietnamese food from Marion.
Tran may be getting another taste of
her homeland soon. St. Thomas More
University Parish and St. Aloysius
Catholic Church are sponsoring a family of Vietnamese refugees that is expected to arrive soon.
"I was so excited to read in The News
that they were coming. I jumped up and
called Sister Pat (Schnapp of St.
Thomas More) and offered to be an interpreter," Tran said.
Tran will try to help the refugees-a
family of eight brothers and sisters
from 9 to 30 years of age-adjust to
American life.
"I'll be more than glad to help. It's so
lonely here, not having someone you
can talk to in your own language."

Phouk Thi Tran

opinion
Endorsements
Mayor
The BG News supports Alvin L. Perkins for mayor in Tuesday's
election.
The thrust of Perkins' campaign is based on his record, and that
record speaks well for him.
Under his administration, the city has a solid financial rating.
Perkins is making the proposed Wall Street Journal plant a
reality while also attaining the final $19 million federal Environmental Protection Agency grant for the waste water treatment plant.
He has maintained an open-door policy throughout his administration, being easily accessible to the media, townspeople
and students.
Both of Perkins' opponents are addressing vandalism downtown
as a key issue in the election.
They want more police patroling downtown bars as a deterrent
to vandalism.
Although there is some vandalism, it is not severe enough to
warrant more police to tax the city's budget or be a major issue in
this campaign.
Perkins' handling of the few crises that have developed during
his tenure, such as the blizzard of 1978 and last summer's flood,
has proven his competency as a leader.
Perkins has impressed us as having a firm grasp on his role as
mayor and limitations of that post.
We believe he is most qualified to have that post for another four
years.

v

Issue 1
It's difficult to vote on an issue when you aren't sure of the effects of that vote.
That seems to be the case with Issue 1, the bottle bill, which is on
Tuesday's ballot.
But because of the facts that are available and the philosophy
behind the bill, we urge voters to vote "yes" on Issue 1.
We do know, that if passed, the bill will make Ohio a cleaner
state.
We do know the state and federal governments for years have
tried anti-litter education and voluntary recycling plans, and we
know those have failed.
We do know that the Ohio House has passed and the Senate is
considering a bill that would tax businesses and industries that
make products that usually end up as litter.
But Issue l's failure would remove any pressure on the Senate to
do anything about Ohio's litter. It easily could say the Nov. 6 vote
proved Ohio didn't want a litter law. If the Senate had any intention of passing the bill, it would have before the election.
for
What we don't know is if Ohioans will have to pay more
m
beverages or will lose jobs. We doubt it.
Issue 1 may not be the best answer to Ohio's litter problem, but
it is a beginning, a clear break from the waste and idiocy of a
throwaway culture.

Local option issue
Four local precincts will have an option issue on the upcoming
ballot that is overdue.
If passed, the sale of malt beverages, wine and mixed
beverages will be permitted between 1 p.m. and midnight on Sundays. The sale will be for off-premises only.
Disallowing the sale on Sundays is illogical. What makes Sunday unique to the rest of the week? The faulty logic is underscored
by heavy sales Saturday night by those stocking up for Sunday's
indulgence.
From a business perspective, Sunday sales could only be
beneficial. Not only does the extra business mean more income,
but it also may mean an easing of the chaotic Saturday night barrage on local distributors.
The prohibition days are past and the community of Bowling
Green should be treated with respect and maturity. Isolating one
day in the week as a "no alcohol day is ridiculous.

School levy
Education deals with the past and the present. But more importantly, education is for the future.
And our future will suffer if today's youth does not receive adequate schooling.
Because of these effects, we support the two Bowling Green
School District levies on Tuesday's ballot.
The levies include a 1.8-mill permanent-improvement levy to be
used for long-term care of the district's properties and a 4.5-mill
additional operating levy to pay for daily expenses.
Although district officials concede that the system will not go
under if the levies fail, the district's weakening financial situation
will not heal itself with today's rising inflation.
We believe the increase is worth it. It's pay now, or pay later.
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Education: Is the time worth it?

This quarter I kicked up a little dust
at Bowling Green by requesting a refund for a class that I felt was not worth
the money. Before the bureaucratic
broom sweeps this mess under the rug,
I would like to clear the air by stating
my case and purpose to the students of
this University.
During my academic career, both at
Ohio State and Bowling Green, I have
often been concerned with the exorbitant price we students pay for an education and the often lackadaisical effort
we receive from professors, administrators, University workers and
even fellow students. Finally, this
quarter it came to the point that I
wanted to say something and try to do
something. Well, it again looks like I
might Just have to swallow hard and
shutup. That is why I have written this
article. I need the advice of my fellow
students. Here is the story. What should
I do?
For the purpose of clarity I will forget
all my other gripes and focus on the immediate situation. I received less than
ten hours of class instruction for a fivecredit hour course that was scheduled
to meet a total of fifty hours. I still got
my grade, my credit hours, but (like

Mick Jagger) not satisfaction. I am not
a 'wild-eyed radical' that is out to 'get'
the professor, the department or even
the University. I am simply one of
many students that is wondering what
all this money, time and hassle means.
Is it worth what we put into it?

focus

with the University hearing, I was told
by the chairperson of the committee involved, there is no way the University
as a state agency can legally refund my
money. Only a court could order them
to do that. This hearing, if they came to
a decision in my favor, would probably
only end in a slap on the wrist for the
professor and an apology for me. I can't
honestly see how any of this would
achieve a principle for similar student
problems.

Fred White
As I see it, I now have three choices to
end the struggle I began.
1.1 CAN pursue 'satisfaction' through
a procedure that the University has
suggested. This will mean one of two
things. Immediate conciliation with the
University in the form of compensatory
tutorinR This will mean I get free hours
of personal instruction from a professor
within the department. Or I can go
through an investigation and a hearing
within the University. If I conciliate I
would be recompensed where others
have also been shortchanged. This
would net no precedent and settle no
principle for students. If I go through

2.1 could take my case to court and go
through legal, financial and 'head'
hassles. This might be the most satisfying procedure for the student cause, but
it certainly would be the most costly
and the greatest trouble. It could lead to
an established precedent and a fulfilled
principle for all students.
3.1 could throw up my hands, swallow
hard, spit and quit. This would indeed
be the least trouble. After all, I am a
senior and plan to graduate soon
enough to leave these troubles behind.
This would establish nothing.
MY PURPOSE IN Initiating this complaint and its proceeding trouble was in

no way aimed at one professor. I
respect his ability too much for that. I
had hoped this would make the administration as well as students think
about improving an already good
system of education. Through open
discussion and cooperation something
might be done to insure the quality of
our education. This conglomeration of
brick and glass, known as Bowling
Green State University, is here mainly
for us to grow and learn. Students, taxpayers and too many others spend
millions for this opportunity. I don't
think any of us should settle for second
best.

The choices I make in the coming
weeks could easily affect many
students. I don't want to have to make
this decision alone. If you have an opinion, please-now is the time to speak
up. Write me a letter (Campus mailbox
06369), write the president of the
University (Hollis Moore, McFall
Center), or write The BG News. TeU
somebody! The quality of the educaiton
we receive is in our hands.
Fred White U a itudeat at the universi-

letters.
University is exploiting student workers?
There is a Xerox copy of a want-ad
sitting on a counter In Founders
Cafeteria. It reads, "Wanted: Passive
individuals to take advantage of."
Although I don't know for whom It is
meant, I find it perversely Ironic that
this want-ad is found in an Institution
that practices exactly what the ad
warns its readers of.
Specifically-the University Is taking
advantage of students who are employed
here. A minuscule wage of $2.65 per
hour is passively accepted by students
who work no less hard than the regular
staff of any of the cafeterias or
maintenance departments. This is
exploitation-exploitation in the full
Marxist sense of the word.
Does the University claim that, being
mere students, we don't need more than
$2.65 per hour, since we receive things

like grants and loans and scholarships,
and besides, our parents are all rolling
in wealth and send us hundred-dollar
bills every week?
The reasoning behind this is as unjust
and absurd as claiming that a man
(allegedly because he has a family to
provide for) should earn more than a
woman doing the same work. Five
years ago that was accepted practice;
it no longer Is.
The University's policy of granting
pay raises must also be examined. Currently, a student must work 800 hours

(about four or five quarters at IS hoursweek) before earning a ten-cent pay
raise. Eight hundred hours I can almost
go along with. But 10 cents? That's a
ludicrously pitiful reward for contributing five quarters of ones time to
helping out the University!
Is there someone who can Justify the
student wages here? Does anyone else
feel a little outrage? (Does anyone
care?) I know that not aU of the
students on this campus are passive Individuals; that is evidenced by the fact
that, half-way through the quarter, the
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cafeterias are still experiencing a shortage of workers. Would this unofficial
boycott have a more positive impact if
it became an out and out strike?)
Perhaps the real worth of the student
employees would be better appreciated
if they refused to work.
If anyone else feels as I do about this,
please get in touch with me. Maybe we
can change the situation.
RIckBldlack
TO Second St.. Apt. 2B
On-campui mailbox MM
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respond.
If you would like to comment on something in The
News or anything of student
interest, write to The News.
Hie letter or guest column
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Include
your address and telephone
number for verification.
The News reserves the
tight to reject letters or
portions of" letters that are In
bad taste, malicious or
libelous.
Address your comments to:
Editorial Editor, The BG
News, 106 University Hall.
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briefs

Sadie Hawkins Day

Stocket Market Club meeting
Douglas T. Weyrauch, financial analyst and pension fund coordinator at
Owens-Illinois, Inc.. will be the guest speaker at the Stock Market Club
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Faculty Lounge, University Union. The
meeting is free and public.

Conference on disciplining children
Registration is due Monday for a day-long conference on disciplining
children to be sponsored for parents, teachers, school administrators and
others who work with children. The workshop will be directed by Dr. Leslie
J. Chamberlin, author of several articles on childhood behavior, and will be
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Wednesday at the Bowling Green Holiday Inn. The fee
to attend is $45. For information to register contact the Office of Continuing
Education at 372-0183.

'Dangerous Offender' lecture
Dr. Simon Dinitz, professor of sociology at Ohio State University and codirector of the Academy for Contemporary Problems' Dangerous Offender
Project, will lecture about "The Dangerous Offender" at 2:30 p.m. today in
112 Life Sciences Bldg. Sponsored by the Criminal Justice Organization, the
lecture is free and public.

Dogpatch spinsters fail to change traditional courtship roles
by Diane Rado

Tomorrow, while Roman Catholics
commemorate their most important
church, St. John's Lateran in Vatican
City, and London's Lord Mayor takes
his oath of office, American men may
be fleeing from admiring females.

"We're in a more liberated age now,
and women are more aggressive" said
freshman Julie Miars, a music major.

"Yes, I've asked guys out, but I'm
never sure which of them have a welladjusted attitude toward the idea," said
Trudi Greer, a junior radio-TV-film
major.

They can pursue, without inhibition,
any male of their choice.

Although they agree that more
women take the initiative today, most
males interviewed favored traditional
standards of dating.

Part of that is because women are
still conditioned and bound by traditional roles and peer pressure, Angela
Ginorio, assistant professor of
psychology, said.

A survey of several male and female
University students indicates that
traditional courtship procedures still
prevail despite women's liberation and
the expanding female role in society.

"Women are talking more executive
roles and becoming more powerful
now, but I still believe in the old double
standard-I'd rather have the choice of
who to date," said junior Tom Roe, a
selling and sales management major.

Democratic internship program

All students interviewed agreed the
idea of a woman asking a man out is
becoming more accepted today, and
most attributed the transition to the

"I guess I'm a male chauvinist," said
junior Bill Mathiot. "I'd still rather ask
them 'girls) out first," the selling and
sales management major said.

Bow Hunting Workshop
A Bow Hunting Workshop will be sponsored from 7-9 p.m. Tuesday and
Thursday and the following Tuesday and Thursday in the Archery Room,
Student Recreation Center. The course will focus on hunting the white-tail
deer, including proper equipment, shooting, tracking and dressing. Discussions begin at 8 p.m. and target time is available one hour before and 45
minutes after each session. Students are encouraged to bring game targets.
For information call the rec center at 372-2711.

Those females who did take initiative
in a dating situation indicated they
were hesitant.

"Girls nowadays are getting
braver," said Lynette Van Reeth, a
freshman music education major.
"People are getting away from the oldfashioned standards."

The Wood County Disaster Services Agency will conduct a county-wide
siren test between 10 a.m. and noon today. Three signals will be tested, all
lasting three minutes. The straight tone is an alert signal indicating a tornado has been sighted in Wood County, the up-and-down dual tone is a fire
signal and the warble tone is a nuclear attack signal.

Applications now are available for the Americans for Democratic Action
(ADA) Youth Caucus Internship Program. Students will be placed in the offices of congressional members and Washington organizations appropriate
to their interests. The program is designed to give college students a better
understanding of the federal government and Washington, D.C. through
practical experience.
Internships will begin Jan. 3 and run through the month. Applications will
be accepted through Nov. 16. Application forms are available by writing the
ADA Youth Caucus, Suite 850,1411 K St. N.W., Washington D.C. 200% , or by
calling (2021638-6447.

Most girls said they had not asked a
male out except to a prom or wedding
affair. Many said they were afraid of a
refusal.

Tomorrow marks that occasion referred to as Sadie Hawkins Day, an event
originated in 1938 in the Li'l Abner cartoon, when women can rightfully
disregard all established roles.

But will they?

County-wide siren test

women's movement, the present stress
on equal rights and the changing
women's role.

"Women's lib has created an atmosphere of acceptance, but girls are
still hesitant to take the initiative," said
Ginario, who teaches tlie "Psychology
of Women" course at the University.
Ginario said that seven years ago she
would never have asked a male out.
"It used to take me two hours just to

call a man." she laughed.
All males surveyed said they would"
feel flattered if a girl asked them out.
Many indicated however, that it would;
be more difficult to "break off" orrefuse a girl if she had taken the initiative in a relationship.
"Mom wouldn't care too much if I
asked a guy out, but Dad wouldn't like'
it-he's too old-fashioned," Sue Carter,
a physical education major said.
"They {parents)
shock or anything,
think it was the
thing," said junior
major Bill Oberlin.

wouldn't go intobut they wouldn't
most appropriate
special education

"In my generation it just wasn't
done," said Ralph Wahrman, associate
professor of sociology at the University.
Wahrman, who teaches social
psychology, said if he had a daughter of
dating age he would be a little shocked
if she asked a male out. She would probably just say, "Daddy, this is a different generation," Wahrman added

gasolinetromp.B.1
not "quite the shortage like the companies make it out to be.
She said the House changed its
original decision "because of elections," describing the move as political.
Associate professor of political
science Dr. William C. Spragens
doesn't look at the reverse decision as a
political move, but as a combination of
several industry pressures, along with
high gasoline demand.
Mainly, he said. Dr. Roger Anderson,

In reference to oil profits, Anderson
said that oil companies are not making
out as well as many people think.

associate political science professor,
sees the decision as a "reaction to the
huge oil profits because the public is so
upset at rising oil prices"
He said that gas allocations hurt the
"middle people like gas station
managers" who can't raise prices
because of price controls.
Anderson said that the allocation
have created artificial shortages
because stations cannot buy gasoline.

But he added, "There's no doubt that
the oil companies are benefiting from
the OPEC prices."
He explained that the actual money
paid for the oil, the percentage of
previous oil profits used to buy oil and
the time and place oil was purchased all
determine the oil company's profits

proudly presents:

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
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MR. BOJANGLES
FEATURING

WILL ROCK YOUR
SOCKS OFF WITH
SUBURBAN
S. Main St., BG, Oh.

2for1
PIZZA
MONDAY
5 to 8 only!
(Pagliai's East
Only!)
MONDAY, 5 to 8 only, get
a pizza free when you
purchase another pizza of
equal or greater value)
(Sorry, no delivery. Pick up
or eat-in only.)

Pogliors
EAST
440 E. Court
352-1596

SOUTH
94S S. Main
352-7571

MOUHS
Mon Sol 1 lomJom
Sunday 4 pm Mioniflhl

Poul Kontner
Croig Chaquico

Aynsley Dunbar

Mickey Thomas

Pete Sears

David Freiberg

With Special Guests

APRIL WINE
J Anderson Arena 8:00 p.m. Saturday, November 3 J
*
Tickets S8 00 Bleacher u Reserved $7 00 General Admission *
*
Tickers go on sole 01 trie Union Ticker Off>ce ° o m October 18
*
*
Numbered nubs distributed a: the UAO Ollice 01 5 pm October 17
*
(You fQyx hove your own Urwe<siry I D)
tickets on sole ot Finders 6 The Source beginning October 1Qth
*
Pleose. No Food. Beverages or Smoking in Anderson Aieno
*

JOE" CORRAL
IS BUSY DOING
SOMETHING FOR YOU!

NOWYOUCAN
EARNOVER$6,500
WHHARMYROIC

Before you graduate from college! Because now, you can combine service in trie Army Reserve or National Guard with Army
ROTC. It's called the Simultaneous Membership Program (SMP).
And, depending on your academic year when you enter, SMP
can help you earn over $6,500.
Here s how it works. If you qualify and a vacancy is available,
you become a member of an Army Reserve or National Guard unit
as an officer trainee and, at the same time, enroll in the Army
ROTC advanced course at your college. Your Reserve or Guard
membership will pay you at the minimum level of Sergeant E-5. and
you'll receive $100 a month during the regular school year as an
Army ROTC advanced course cadet.
At the end of your second year of advanced ROTC, you'll be
commissioned a second lieutenant and, assuming there's a vacancy,
serve with a Guard or Reserve unit while you complete the requirements for your college degree. Upon graduation, you may continue service with a Guard or Reserve unit while pursuing your
civilian career, or you can, if you prefer, compete for active duty as
an Army officer.
So if you'd like to earn over $6,500 while you're still in college,
get into-SMP. Because SMP can help you do it. You can bank on it!
For further information, contact the Professor of Military
Science at your school.

(im)

PS1
NATIONAL
QUARO

a

ARMYROTG ARMY NATIONAL GUAKIX ARMY RESERVE.

Joe Corral was one of the founders of
KARMA, Bowling Green's first drug intervention center apd chaired the merger of
Crisis Phone and KARMA into what is now
known as The Link. He served as the first
president 2nd is now a member of the Board
of Trustees for Wood County Human Services (The Link). Joe Corral is concerned
about student problems and will continue to
listen to their ideas and concerns.

RE-ELECT

JOSEPH CORRAL
FIRST WARD COUNCILMAN
DEMOCRAT
NEIGHBORS TO RE-ELECT CORRAL, Kathy
Stnggow, Chairperson, 267 S Summit St.,
Bowling Green. Ohio.
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'Blues for Mr. Charlie'
features convincing cast

Pornography seen as
limited problem in
Bowling Green area

_

The rural south of the 1950s was recreated on the stage of the Joe E. Brown
Theatre last night through the talents of the Third World Theatre and its production of "Blues for Mister Charlie."
Bruce Lavender gave an excellent portrayal of Richard Henry, the angry and
bitter black protagonist of the lengthy James Baldwin play. One of his strongest
scenes was with his grandmother. Mother Henry, in Act 1. In the scene, he claimed
his mother was killed by being pushed down the stairs of the white-owned hotel
where she worked.
Brenda Brooks was wonderfully convincing as Mother Henry, the grandmother
who held firmly to her religious convictions and attempted to guide her son, the
preacher Meridian Henry, and her rebel grandson. Playing the elderly woman was
a challenge Brooks met well, although at times her voice did not carry.
Tern L. Carter, as Richard's girlfriend Juanita, came across clearly as an ambitious young black woman who dreamed of someday being a lawyer. Juanita is
endeared to the audience because of her loyalty to her friends and her love for
Richard.
The roles of the black students of Plaguetown were played with passion and conviction. The audience could sense that "Blues" was more than a play; it was also
an important statement about racism.

by Jerry Petersen
Although they may define It differently, most students do not think pornography is a problem In Bowling Green, and most say they do not buy It.
"It's a part of life," sophomore Gail Knaus said. But she added that she does
not think erotica is a problem in Bowling Green since she does not see much of it
here.
Most local bookstore-, and drugstores in Bowling Green sell Playboy, Playgirl
and Penthouse, which some consider "soft pom." Also available are X-rated
movies at Stadium Cinemas I and II.
Other students who said pornography is not a problem here said they still are
bothered when they see it.
"I DON'T like it," freshman Paul Johnston said "I think it's sick."
Senior Russell Martin also said pornography is not a problem here but thinks it
could become one. It became a problem In larger cities and any city large
enough can develop a problem with pornography, he said.
"I don't think it's a victimless crime," Martin said. "I think it can be part of
the beginning to a larger problem involving victims.
Most students questioned said that buying erotic magazines and seeing
X-rated movies is a matter of personal preference and that nothing needs to be
done about the sale of magazines of the showing of such movies beyond regulations that already exist.

Mark Blue played Richard's murderer, Lyle Britten. He and his wife Jo, played
by Sherri Knodel, reflected the basic attitude of the poor whites during the 1950s.
They were uneducated and suspicious of new ideas. They were frightened by the
blacks' demands for equality and wanted to protect the simple pleasures of their
home and family from what they considered threats to their security.

EXCEPTIONS INCLUDE freshman Anita Vavra, who said pornography
should be banned.
Senior Phyllis Gierosky agreed that something should be done to limit pornography "if anything can be done about it."
Elements of pornography that some students mentioned as being offensive include sado-masochism (bondage and violence during sex) certain camera shots
such as close-ups of genitals) and "kiddie porn" (using children as sexual
models).
About half of the students questioned said it would bother them if their
boyfriend-girlfriend or brother or sister were reading erotic magazines or watching X-rated movies.

The other white townspeople were believable as conservative small-twon
residents. Their narrow-mindedness was pitiful to see and perhaps made the audience take another look at Its own fears and prejudices.
Jack Van Reeth, as the newspaper editor Pamell James, had a challenging role.
His intense inner conflicts from dividing his loyalties between black and white
were difficult to portray. However, his description of his love for a black girl to Jo
Britten in the second act was very effective in showing his emotions.
It is a shame that the stage was not larger than it was. The actors could have used more room to move, and a larger separation between the black town and the
white town could have been made.

HOWEVER, sophomore John Randolph, who said he occasionally reads
magazines such as Playboy and Penthouse, said, "I guess if it's all right for me,
it's okay for them (my sister or girlfriend)."
Coming up with a definition of pornography was difficult for most students
questioned.
Anything you don't see on the beach is pornography." freshman Tom
Nerhaus said.
Some bookstore and drugstore managers also were hard pressed to define
pornography when asked if magazines such as Playboy sell better than other
periodicals.
MOST STORES sell only a few titles, such as Playboy, Playgirl, Penthouse
and Hustler.
Kiger's Drug Store, 108 S. Main St., on the other hand, carriers a wide range
of titles including Club, Mr. Swank, Nugget and others.
Most store managers said that erotic magazines are not in greater demand
than other types of magazines.
Neither Crawford nor any of the bookstore managers said they have encountered adverse reaction from the community about selling pornography.

WFAL...

YOUR
CAMPUS
STATION

review by Karen Elder

In some of the scenes, the pace needed to be picked up. "Blues" is a long play,
and the scenes needed to move more quickly and smoothly.
staff photo by Tim Carrig
Although the entertainment magazine "Playboy" Is a common
sight In most local bookstores and drugstores, many store owners
say the magazine and others like It are not in greater demand than
other types of magazines.

JOHN BUCKENMEYER, manager of the University Bookstore, said selling
pornographic magazines on a college campus is not unusual.
He referred to an article in "College Store Executive" that lists various
magazines and the percentages of colleges that sell them in their bookstores.
According to the article, 66 percent sell Playboy, 53 percent sell Playgirl, 54
percent sell Penthouse and 19 percent sell Hustler. The University Bookstore
sells Playboy and Penthouse.

6
8
0
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The scenery was realistically shabby. It represented the broken-down lives of
the frustrated, disillusioned blacks and the confused, fearful whites.
Seeing "Blues" is a worthwhile experience not only because of the quality of the
production but also because it has an important message to tell about human relationships.
"Blues for Mister Charlie" plays today and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Joe E.
Brown Theatre. Admission is 50 cents.

The Consumer Information Catalog
For your free copy, write:
Consumer Information Center,
Dept D, Pueblo, Colorado 81009.
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VALENTINE
FOR MAYOR
RE-ELECT
Save $1.99 on two
Regular Sirloin Strip Dinners

MAYOR PERKINS

Dinners include: Baked Potato... All-You-Can-Eat
Salad Bar... Warm Roll with Butter.
Unlimited Refills on Coffee, Tea and Soft Drinks.
|| CUT OUT THIS COUPON

CUT OUT THIS COUPON

we cant Afford Not To
Crftmrn for
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VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
DZ CONGRATULATES

1st place
2nd place

Delia Tau Delta
Alpha Phi
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Alpha Delta PI

Spirit Award
Alpha Sigma Phi

Congratulation! to
SAE HouMeparent

Jerry Douglai

Thank you to all learnt that participated!
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TWO REGULAR SIRLOIN
STRIP DINNERS
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Beverage and denen are not '"eluded

Limit one (ovpvn per itHipte Sot redeemable
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Birth rate
Demographic statistics say finding a job may be
easier as number of 18 to 24-year-olds declines
by Keith Jameson
still reporter

Visions of long lines at unemployment offices across the
nation have swept through the ranks of the young like a
plague.
Just out of high school, untrained or unable to go to college,
many youths face the prospect of jumping from one job to
another, if they can find a job at all.
But this hopelessness may come to an end if recent
demographic research proves true. According to many
sociologists and economists, the declining birth rate over the
last 18 years will mean fewer young people in the 18-24-yearold category in the future, a fact which could improve
unemployment statistics.
The problems started when the children of the "baby
boom" of the 1940s and 1950s reached working age. There
were too many workers for too few jobs, causing widespread
unemployment.
With the decline in the nation's birth rate, fewer persons
will be around in the next 10 years to fill all the job positions,
making it easier to find a jobaccordingto Dr. Bevars Mabry,
chairman of the economics department and whose area of
study includes labor economics.

PROJECTED figures tend to back up this trend of higher
employment.
In 1960, there were 4.3 million birtlis in America, meaning
there were about 4.3 million 18-year-olds in 1978. In 1970,
there were only 3.7 million births, leaving 3.7 million 18-yearolds in 1988, a decrease in births of 14 percent.
During the next decade, America will experience a
decrease from 29.5 million 18-24-year-olds in 1960 to about
25.1 million in 1990. During that 10-year span, youths in that
age group will drop three percentage points in their size in
relation to the rest of the population.
"THESE ARE figures you can be pretty confident in
because they are based on known birth and death (rates),
"Dr. Edward Stockwell, professor of sociology who concentrates in the area of demographics, said.

"YOU CAN explain part of the inflation of the 1970s on the
baby boom, "he said, adding the unemployment resulting
from the boom has caused many of the economic problems.
Mabry said not all the economic news resulting from the
birth rate decrease may be rosy. He said the increasing
number of women in the labor force may offset any gains
made by a birth rate decrease.

Re-elect

Alvin
PERKINS

"IF WOMEN continue, even though we have a declining
(number of) youths, our labor force may contini
grow,"
Mabry said, adding that the addition of women to the work
force during the last several years may have contributed to
the high rate of unemployment (women were not generally
included in the unemployment statistics In the past.)
Mabry also cast some doubt on how well the military could
operate a draft or volunteer army if there would be fewer and
fewer persons to fill the ranks.

Mayor

He also slightly disagreed with Stockwell's view tht the
country most likely will experience a recession because of
the decrese in the future, but rather said that we are experiencing that recession now. Mabry pointed out two
reasons for the recession: fewer consumers and the wrong
concept of unemployment by the government.

Re-elect

MABRY BF.LIEVES the country is near full employment,
but that the government, seeing 6 percent unemployment
when it is used to 3 or 4 percent unemployment, tries to
stimulate an economy already working at full capacity.

Richard
NEWLOVE

What results from this overstimulation of the economy by
the goverment is greater demand than what can be supplied,
causing many of the problems the country Is experiencing today, Mabry said.
Any temporary instability this decreasing birth rate could
cause while the system adjusts would not be too great, Mabry
said.

He noted that state universities would not be hurt too badly
when compared to the small, private colleges that were
founded in the 1960s to help accommodate the youth of the
baby boom.
The decrease in birth rate ' does mean a decrease in the'
number of prospective laborers, and therefore a decrease in
.unemployment, but Stockwell added that the decrease also
means fewer consumers, a fact which might throw the county's economic machinery into a recession.

All optimism about the prospects of better employment are
overshadowed by former Secretary of Labor WUliard Wlrtz's
prediction that illegal immigration and continued women in
the work force could offset any gains in the demographic
revolution.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO
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VALENTINE
FOR MAYOR
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2nd Ward Council
Second city Touring Crew is a
workshop of some of the best up
and coming comedians around.
Come & witness a night of comedy
THIS SUN., NOV. 4 8 PM
in UTS OVERMAN THEATRE
TICKETS S3.50 AT FINDERS
COMING ATTRACTION:
Southside Johnny & the Asbury Jukes
Opening Act: Yipes'
Sun., Nov. 18 at 8 pm in UT's Field
House Tickets $7.00 at Finders
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Council At Large

"(THE ECONOMY) need not be thrown into a tizzy, but
many concerns about youth unemployment will answer
themselves," he said.
Mabry added that the persons needed to fill the less
desirable Jobs could be Immigrants.
Both professors agree the bottom line to the issue of a
declining birth rate is that the labor force, particularly the
18-24-year-olds, will have an easier time finding betterpaying jobs and that there will be a better market for college
graduates because fewer will be graduating,
Assistant Secretary of Labor Arnold Packer, in a Los
Angeles Times story agrees: "The problem that we had of
absorbing a bubble of youth will no longer be present."

Stockwell said many colleges may face problems during
this time because of a decrease in the number of college applicants.
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APPOINTMENT AND A CHANCE TO
WIN A FREE 10-SPEED BIKE. REDEEM

Bruce
BELLARD

AT 310 STUDENTS SERVICES OR CALL
372-0086 BEFORE NOVEMBER 8.
EVERY SENIOR HAS A CHANCE
TO WIN.
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3rd Ward Council
•

Pat McGinnis
352 - 5494

fee
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Elect

She's Commited To.

Patricia
McGINNIS

SHE'S COMMITED TO:
1. Planned, orderly, balanced growth
2. Careful planning to maintain fiscal responsibility
3. Relieve or solve current problems ol storm and sanitary sewers
4. Strive (or commiunlty involvement In the vandalism problem

4th Ward Council

5. Enforce zoning, planning and housing laws and regulations

E%]

k$J

6. Examine bicycle, pedestrian and motor vehicle traffic problems
7. Work toward solution of Village street lighting
8. Develop continued leisure and recreation programs for citizens of all ages

| BG Democratic Campaign Committee: Joyce Kepke. Chairman

Always At Work When We Need Them
Building A Better Bowling Green.

9. And, because I believe citizens should be involved In and Informed about local government, I will encourage
neighborhood level "Town Meeting Tonight" gatherings!

Vote-Pat McGinnis-4th Ward Council
McGinnis for 4th Ward Council

819 Jefferson Dr. Bowling Qreen

^
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consumer corner
Editor's Note: Consumer Corner
Is a weekly feature of the News
taken from current public topics, Inquiries and closed cases ol the Student Consumer Union |SCU|, 405
Student Services Bldg. This week's
Information was provided by SCU
public relations director Karen
Chromen.

Why Are

Democrats

Dear SCU,
I recently read an advertisement
that offered a stereo for only $79.
When I went to the store, the
salesman tried to persuade me to
buy a more expensive stereo, claiming the advertised one was inferior. I
purchased the more expensive one
because of the high-pressure sales
pitch. Now, I feel cheated because I
really wanted the less expensive
model. Is there anything I can do?
Signed, Depressed in Darrow

Supporting

Wendell
Jones?
Citizens of Bowling Green have experienced two major threats to
the safety and value of their homes.
1. FLOODING has been chronic in many neighborhoods
because housing development has exceeded the
capacity of existing sewer systems.
2. ZONING codes have often been interpreted liberally in
the interests of developers, often to the detriment of
homeowners.

These problems have intensified because the Real Estate-Land
Development industry is virtually uncontrolled in Bowling Green.
Mr. Jones has regularly assisted neighborhood groups who have
tried to protect their property against arbitrary zoning changes and
housing developments that have undermined neighborhoods.
Mr. Jones' Democratic opponent, a realtor and developer, has
consistently been silent on these problems.

As Bowling Green Democrats, we
therefore urge you to vote for Wendell
Jones for Council-At-Large.
George Herman
Dorothy Linden
Edward Marks
Anne Graves
Floy Shaffer

Angela Poulos
Paul Endres
Kenneth Mucker
Alan Dafforn
Comer Duncan

Virginia Marks
Joyce Blinn
Paul Parnell
Ellen Dalton
Robert Warehime

Bernard Rabin*
Sharon Friedman
Teresa Gordon
Christine Sigler
Michael Robins
Bonila Van Fleet

Allen White
Anne Rabin
Earl Shaffer
Warren Allen
Harry Gyman
P. Thomas Tallarico

Ronald Stoner
J. Christopher Dalton
C. LeeRockett
George Rendina
A JaryCrandall
George Poulos

Lawrence Friedman
Florence Hoffman
Bernard Linden
Jacqueline Instone
JaFran Jones

Gary Hess •
William Grant
Pamela Makara
Roman Carek
Tina Martini

Arthur Neal
Richard Snyder
Frances Perry
Roger Ptak
Elliott Blinn

Charles Shirkey
Myrl Den Besten
Michael Bradie
Rose Hess
Daniel Tutolo
Joanne Navin

Donald Sternitzke
Marian Shemberg
Geri Sternitzke
Hub Reed
Howard McCord
Emmy Hann

Jerry Streichler
Fern Herman
Denise Robins
Gary Van Fleet
Madeleine Carek
Dana White

Norman Meyer
Mariam Meyer
Ardis Sharkey
Donna Ptak
R Serge Denisoff

Thomas Attig
Robert Kachurek
Ivan Den Besten
Jennifer McCord
Judy Reed
Elizabeth Wood

Joseph Perry
Jeanne Stoner
Dawn McCaghey
Catherine Sandy
Floris Wood
Robert W Graves
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Dear Depressed,
Calling or visiting the advertiser is
the first step toward any settlement
in this situation. Tell him you feel
the advertisement and sales pitch
were misleading and ask what he
will do to correct it. If the advertiser
refuses to cooperate, write him. Explain your complaint completely,
ask for a response in a reasonable
length of time and include copies of
the ad and the bill with your letter.
If you do not receive a response
within the time specified, mail a

copy of the letter and documents you
sent to the advertiser to the Ohio Attorney General's Office, Consumer
Frauds and Crimes, State Office
Tower, 30 East Broad St., Columbus,
43215 Also ask what else you should
do.
The situation you were involved in
is called "Bait and Switch" advertising. It occurs whenever a dealer
advertises a product and does one of
the following:
-refuses to show you the advertised product;
-refuses to give you a raincheck if
the item is sold out and the ad did not
specify a limited quantity, or
-uses high-pressure sales techniques to persuade you that the more
expensive product is what you really
want.
However, a salesperson may show
you a more expensive product as
long as he does not discourage you
from buying the advertised item.
Other types of deceptive advertising to be alert for Include those
which fail to disclose all the facts
and those which falsely advertise a
regular price as a sale price.
An ad for a sale on suits that does
not specify that the only suits on sale
are size 30 XL and 42 S an example of
an ad that has deleted pertinent information.
Deceptive ads may be vague and
hard to understand. They may also
make unqualified claims. An ad that

states "Our brand is softer" doesn't
specify softer than what. The ad
could mean softer than sandpaper.
Warranty limitations and credit
terms also should be specified
somewhere in the advertisement A
product offered for only 30 cents a
day may sound inexpensive, but the
advertisement amy mean 30 cents a
day for the next 10 years, which
amounts to $1,095.
Extremely low sale prices may indicate that the merchandise is irregular or a discounted model,
which must be stated in the ad.
"Free" can be a clue to a
misleading ad. The ad must specify
any conditions that must be met for
one to receive the free item. As long
as one is not required to buy inferior
goods or goods priced higher than
normal and the terms are clearly
stated, "free" is not considered
misleading.
Deceptive advertising may result
in a voidable sale or some other consumer action, which is enforceable
by law.
The above illustrated only some
potential remedies to a common consumer problem and is not intended
as legal advice nur is it a substitute
for legal counsel. The facts of each
case vary. The reader is advised to
seek further Information.
If you have a consumer-related
complaint, contact the SCU at
372-0246.

Prof studies problems of mentally ill
James H. Bissland. assistant professor of journalism, is developing
research methods to assess public attitudes toward mental illness and mental health agencies.
Bissland's work is sponsored by a
110,657 grant from the Ohio Board of
Mental Health and Mental Retardation.
According to Bissland, the negative
social stigmas attached to mental illness and lack of understanding of mental health services hurt the improvement of mental health care.
"The problems of the mentally ill are
fascinating to a public relations
specialist like myself," Bissland said.

In the past, the mentally ill have been
put in hospitals. But Bissland said there
is a move for community mental health
care in which the mentally ill are
treated as outpatients in their own community. Much of the therapy the mentally ill receive come from being
around others in social situations.
Bissland said his Interest in the public
relations problems of the mentally ill
stem from 1978 research in which he
studied the communications problems
between Wood County Mental Health
agencies and the 640 Board, a county
agency regulating state and county

mental health funds.
Bissland's research is being conducted in south Toledo and Maumee.
Bissland said this area was chosen
because it is a fairly typical urban area
with a variety of ethnic and cultural
groups. The study is aimed at developing a research methodology that could
be used In a variety of communities.
Bissland said mental health agencies
need to know how they stand with the
public so any negative feelings can bo
overcome. Agencies can then begin to
gain public support for increased funding and provide improved mental
health care.
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MOONLIGHT
SKATE
Friday, Nov. 2

"Hot Tunes * Cold he"

PHI KAPPA TAU

Special Price: $1

Welcomes
its Fall Pledges

50* Skate Rental
or DYOS

Randy Roberts
John Weinlger
Mickey Hall
Doug Burley
Mike Lang
Tom Walter
Bill Ault
Fred Andersky
Dave Reed
Chuck Senger
John Keys
Jack Eppele
Cralg Rennels
Jack Hanchauck
Barry Morris
Dave Downs
Sonny Peterman

(Bring your own skates)
20 minutes otter
DG-Vermont gome

opprox. 10:15-11:45

illinium

I

i

i

Watch live hockey from the BGSU ke Arena

SfiTURDGV
BGSU vs.
Vermont
730 PM
Channel 57
WBGU-TV
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campus calendar

"May be the funniest movie of the year

VALENTINE
FOR MAYOR

Friday, November Z, U7*

Fri. & Sat. Nov. 2 & 3
Midnight

& THEIR DATES
Are Rounded
Up & Ready
to Go on A
WILD
HAYRIDE

[

}

LOST A FOUND
Lost ig gold ring containing 4
opals 8. one ruby. Reward o<
fered. Call 35? 7779

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
MIDNIGHT MOVIE SPECIAL!

Found grey 8. wht kitten De
clawed with flea collar. Can
35? 3740 alter 5pm

BOX OFFICE OPENS 11:«5P.M.-SHOWTIME 12:01 A.I

Nothing Is wrong If it feels good.

Found A Seiko watch (girl's) In
parking lot behind Sam B's. Call
William Ketl 353 6490

Utmc be your guide
la Ike art of km.

SERVICES OFFERED

Emmanuel le

Fast, accurate typing.
18 yrs. experience

riu» .Jon*

THE
ALPHA
CHI OMEGA
CRUSH
DATE PARTY

Call 352 6773.
Pregnancy AidA Understanding
EMPA
353 7041 & 787 4639
in AND
awn OVER
OVFB rir,
18
ONLY.

(loc all.
Birth control, test lor pregnancy.
VD. early abortion at Toledo
Medical Service. Call (419)
243 3179 tor an appt
PERSONALS
F.y.p. I love you)! L.S
Rocket. The T V Gang will get
revenge lor being kicked out. 01

PHI MITS

Love.

GET PSYCHED

FLAMING

YVES Congrats on this weekend
(Where's my postcard)? & the
best ot luck to you with the rest ot
the season. Love, YP dm (your
secretary)
Happy Birthday, Craig 1 LOVE
YOU!! From your woman at OU.

GOOD TIME

8:00 pm.

Anyone interested m obtaining a
Lasalles Credit Card or needing
more application blanks for
Marketing Club's Lasaile's
credit card campaign should con
tact Robin Kark at 372 1509
before November 7th

SATURDAY NIGHT!

Val Best wishes lor a successlul
game tomorrow! Get psyched lor
Chee Omunge. Love, your two
Chee 0 Oates

"SUBS N SUDS"

Alpha Sigma Phi Little Sisses &
Little Sis Pledges: The Brothers
8. pledges ot Alpha Sigma Phi are
ready to party at Iht Hoe Down
on Friday night. Get psyched!
See ya there, podner

ALL CAMPUS BEER BLAST
TONIGHT
N.E. COMMONS

8 -12

FEATURING the original 5' Sub
provided by Sub - Me - Quick

Melt. Rick, Zig, Tim Snides,
Bruce * Jim Beware! lor the
O.G.s are ready to kidnap you lor
a wild time tonight Will you be
r_*o_?

"20 KEGS!

Sponsored by

$1.00 at the door plus I.D. - 4 for $1.00 inside
The Original

TUESDAY 'THURSDAY
STUDENT NIGHTS!
AUSTUMNTS
WITH 1.0.1. .

._— STAVIVM „

m-

over the Sig Eps Keep up the
good work! Love, The Dealers
DELTS Congrats on your 1st
place victory m the OZ Tourna
ment. We were proud to be your
coaches. You guys are superb
Love Leslies. j„di
Alpha Sigs8> Tekes, Friday's tea
gave us all a fright, but the
costumes were a real delight.
Thanks for a great 3 way! Love.
the Alpha Delts
BETH8.CHRISA Thanks for all
your help 8. support as our
coaches We had a great time in
the DZ volleyball Tournament a.
we can't wait lor next year's!
Thanks again The Brothers ol
Alpha Sigma Phi
My Rainbow always remember
I'm here Forget this week,
Arizona's the only place I could
be. Yours forever. Love Sun
shine.
John, two years ago MSB ranked
zero on your lavortte music scale
(Little did 1 know!) Where do he
& 1 rank today? Make sure D B
goes home this weekend H.A.
Love, (You Better Know Who!)
4 tickets lor Jefferson Starship
8th row excellent seats 18 00
ticket. Call Dave 357 6809
Beer Delivery now available thru
Sub Me Quick's "Beer Delivery
Club." Call 352 4663 for details
Just another way to serve you
better
Hey Crushes! Get psyched for the
Alpha Cht Crush Date Party!
Saturday, Noy 3 Pam & Sue
Just
arrived WRESTLING
UNIFORMS & SHOES in BGSU
colors. Locker Room Sporting
Goods, 1)3 S Main St , BG
Check it out UPTOWN has it
all) I Every Thurs Fri Sat 2 for
18 10. Monday all nite long No
Cover
LH' Judy I'm so proud to have
you lor my Lil' You are the
greatest! Welcome to the lamily.
Love Your Big, Linda.
Alpha Delts Congratulations on
your 2nd place trophy m the
volleyball tournament Love,
Coaches Laura & Janet
Phi Mu's say on Friday there will
be a great time at the house
Bring your dates & get psyched
lor Saturday!!

CHI O's. Sigs say beware lor Fn
day Night. We are ready to "get
down" & party! Get your
costumes on for a damn
outrageous, crazy, ass kicking
night. GET PSYCHED!I

"Subs N Suds" All campus beer
blast Friday, November 2nd
from 8 12 In NE Commons. 5 It,
subs provided by Sub Me Quick.
Admission si.00 plus ID. Beer
Blast sponsored by Marketing
Club.

Congratulations to the Delta Up
silon hockey team on your win

Alpha Gams Grab your cans &
gators. We are swamping it Fri

WHEN A
STBANOF"
CALLS"
AT

CAN YOU ANSWER
THESE BASIC
ECONOMIC QUESTIONS?
True False

If you won't read these 7 signals
ofcancer...

3RD
WILD
WEEKt
LIFE OF
BRIAN
AI
'30 AND
9IGFM
SATURDAY
AT 200J 30 ANO
r'OPM

Ton probably have the 8th.

SUNDAY
AT
2 00 300
7 30 ANO
• 10PM

E

S !

D □ (l.)Oneoutoffive
American workers belongs to
a labor union.
•
■

' X • Charge in bowel or bladder habits

Mj.tmi
iR

Crash Course in Lite 8. Career
Planning. Sat, Nov 3. 9am to
5pm
United
Christian
Fellowship Center, 313 Thurstin.
Dr Ross M>nerr leader. Deadline
Nov 2 Call 352 7534

Need 1 F rmte Wtr 8. Spr. Qtr.
881.25 mo plus elec Call 35? 3*05
eves or 35? 9378 days

Custom design silhscreening lor
dorms, sorority fraternity.
Orders 50 plus Lowest Prices m
BG AI Carr 352 6934
Bow Hunting Workshop. Student
Rec Center Archery Room Nov
6, 8, 13. 15. 7 9pm
Course
centered around white tail deer
Contact Rec Center 7 7711.
Come Clean at Kirks'! Kirk's
ComO Mat 709 S Mam
Best ol tuck to the New Pi Kappa
Ph, oldcers Go lor it!! Pi Kapp
Lil SiS'
Several types of government
business loans now available m
Bowling Green area S30.000 to
S100 million dollars Term 7 30
yrs. Call today to see if you
quality
People's Financial ot
Toledo, (419) 885 5767

mo

Close

to

m» A sore that does not heal

<L

J

0i Unusual bleeding or discharge
%• Thickening or lump in breast or elsewhere

I
TIML!
FIN-

O* Indigestion or difficulty in swallowing

MACIC
NIGHTLY AT
' 30PM
OMEN
NiQMTLY AT
9 30PM

DtObvious change in wart or mole
• •Nagging cough or hoarseness

SATURDAY

AND
SUNDAY

American Cancer Society
I TOE

OMEN

O. A fear of cancer that can prevent
you from detecting cancer at an early stage
A stage when it is highly curable
Everyone's afraid of cancer, but don't let
it scare you to death

IMMMMMMIMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMi

D □ (2.) Producers of goods
outnumber producers of services
in our economy.
□ □ (3.) In 1975, the investment in equipment and facilities
averaged almost $41,000 for
each production worker in
American industry.

campus

352 5340

F rmte needed Wtr ■. Spr qtr /
895 mo Call Mary or Nancy \

357 5430

;-

M. rmte needed immed SI10
mo All util. includ Own bdrm
Call 357 8581
HELP WANTED
Could you use 8100 a week bet
ween now &,
Christmas?
Unlimited opportunities In
jewelry sales For more info call
Linda Kitchen 873 3160. The Mer
chant Prince
Pi & lull time days & evenings
Vim Temporaries Call 357 587?
to* appointment
Waiter or waitress wanted App
ly between ? 4pm PAGLIAI'S
EAST
FOR SALE
Crate. CR-I ampiilier very pro
table, exceti. practive amp. Call
John 352 33*3
Set ol mounted snow tires
Maverick, 835 I United discount
ticket, 840 37? 006? Or 8?3 3051

"SUBS N SUDS" ALL CAMPUS
BEER BLAST TONIGHT FROM
8 12 IN N.E
COMMONS
FEATURING THE ORIGINAL
5 SUB PROVIDED BY SUB
ME QUICK
BEER BLAST
SPONSORED BY MARKETING
CLUB ADMISSION Si 00 PLUS
I O. ALL CLUB MEMBERS
ARE FREE UPON PRESENTA
TION
OF
MEMBERSHIP
CARD

For you 8> your friend Upstairs
apt unturn 3 bdrms. Yard. All
ut»l pd Students welcome. Home
Rentals, Inc 35? 7387 a. 357 7189

The WFAL Ride Exchange! The
energy saving way to get out ol
Bowling Green Ph 2 7418

Students can't miss 3 bdrm 7
bathrooms, basement & yard
Home Rentals inc. 352 7387 4,

The little sisses extend their con
grafuitions to the new Sigma Nu
officers Good luck guys
WANTED!! Dynamic personal!
ty for WFAL TALK SHOW Host
Audition tapes due by Nov 5.
SUBS N SUDS ALL CAMPUS
BEER BLAST TONIGHT. 20
KEGS. 8-12 IN N.E. COMMONS.
SI 00 PLUS ID AT DOOR. 4 lor
II 00 INSIDE.
AX's How did you like your early
morning breakfast? Beware
there's more to come. Love AX
Pledges
Goo Phoo Boos, our Party Friday
should be an exciting one so come
in a costume & be ready to go
CRAZY!! The Kappa Sig
Brothers
WANTED
F rmle needed for Wtr & Spr
Qtr Apt is not far from campus
Call 352 0749
1 F

rmte to share 2 borm. apt

1970 Delta 88 8400 or best offer
35? 8850 alter 6pm

FOR RENT

_B

on

There's a 8500 discount tor
BGSU students We have over 40
units tor rent. Home Rentals Inc.
352 7387 &, 352 7189
2 bdrm. apt. unturn 3 biks. from
campus. 8210 mo Call Dave
354 1193
Must see! 2 bdrm duplex, ap
pliances turn porch, plenty ol
storage space. All utn pd Home
Rentals inc 35? 7387 8. 352 7189
Quiet lor studying, turn.,
carpeting, drapes, most util. pd.
8100 mo Home Rentals inc.
35? 7387 & 352 7189
Need a F. rmte ! New lum. apt
Storage space Garbage disposal
& more. S95 mo. all util. pd
Home Rentals Inc. 357 7387 8.
352 7189
Catch this 2 bdrm. unturn. apt
with patio 8> storage space Most
util. pd Near unlv. Home Ren
talS, inc, PT\ 352 7387 & 352 7189

Fri. A Sal. Nov. 2 & 3
Main Auditorium
7:15 and 9:30 P.M.
$1.00 with I.D.

2 00 3 «
' 30 AND
• 10PM

Hi

S1?0

We dare you to sit in the
front row!

TERROR
AND
SUSPENSE!

tw

Night* Be there or be square
Aloha!! SwampMgrs

HOW HIGH IS YOUR

This is your last chance to
experience Jaws unedited,
without commercial interruption, and on the wide
screen.

JAWS

jjlfto

_______

Congratulations Mark Krach on
your engagement What was the
temperature ol the pond? Pi
Kapp L.l Sis.
Check out UPTOWN The Best ot
Both Worlds Disco Room Rock &
Roll Bar Game Room & Pool
Room all under one roof

FOR A

Saturday
Nov. 3rd

Christian Science Organization
6:30 p.m.
Faculty Lounge. University Union

University 4-H Club
830-11 30 pm.

classified

STADIUM

•^

Moaday, November «. U7J

Saturday, November 3, 1579

Cancer is often curable.

Sat.-Nov. 3, 1979

m»—»*—»—»

HPER Social First Annual Ball Fall
5:30-7:00 p.m.
Community Room, University Union
Open to college of HPER Free admission, casual attire.

open to all.

Main Auditorium $1.00 w/I.D.

ALPHA GAMS

N.E. Commons
Square dance, open to all.

Otminal Juatic* Organization, College of Health and Community
Services
2:30 p.m.
Room 112, Life Science
Simon Dilute is speaking about the dangerous offender. Free and

It's important. Not just
because we all face some important decisions about our economic
system. But because the more
you know about our system, the
more you'll be able to make it
work for you.
A special booklet has been
prepared to help you learn more
about what makes our American
economic System tick. It's factfilled, easy reading and free. It's
also an easy way to raise your
E.G..
For your copy, write:
"Economics',' Pueblo, Colorado
81009.
ANSWERS:

D D (4.) Over the past
decade corporate profits (after
taxes) averaged less than five
cents on each dollar of sales, or
about 12 percent return on
stockholder investments.

The American
Economic System.

If you found these questions
tough, your Economics Quotient,
your E.Q., could probably stand
some improvement.

»"■»»»

Wte should oil learn more obout it

■(£

_ dti** _

elsewhere

STheBG News 11-2-79

DC -10 crash under close scrutiny
MEXICO CITY (AP)-Mexican aviation investigators say their investigation of
Wednesday's Western Airlines DC-IO crash here centers on why the pilot used a
runway he had been told was closed.
But the investigators, who asked not to be identified, said they are not ruling out
what could be other, still undetermined causes for the crash, which killed 72 of the
89 occupants of the jetliner and three persons on the ground.
Engineer Mario Aguilar of the airport chiefs office said "23-Left the closerfrunway is definitely closed. None of its systems are functioning, not even the runway
border lights or the runway approach lights. Only 23-Right has them right now."
HE SAID investigators are not ruling out anything but said "it does not appear to
be a structural fault in the plane."
I X'-lOs were grounded for 37 days after an American Airlines plane crashed last
May 25 at Chicago's O'Hare Airport, killing 273 persons, the worst aviation

disaster in U.S. history.
Mexican officials said runway 23-Left had been closed for two weeks.
The pilot, Capt. Charles Gilbert, S3, of Rolling Hills. Calif., was among those killed.
SEARCHERS have sent the "Black box" flight recorder to Washington for
analysis, a process aviation oficials here say could take two weeks or more.
The tower-to-cockpit conversation was in English but the English language version here has not been released.
A Spanish language transcript of the last conversation between the tower here
and the approaching jet quotes controllers as telling the pilot to use runway
23-Right, than warning him he was veering to the left.
"ONLY A LITTLE," was the reply. Later, according to the transcript, the plane

was told its landing lights were over 23-Left, which is closed for repairs. The crew
acknowledged the message.
Seconds later came the crash.
American consular officials here said Thursday that their unofficial list showed
25 Americans among the dead, and that at least five, possibly six, Americans were
among the 17 survivors. "There is one we haven't talked to we suspect is an
American citizen." a spokesman said.
Flight officials say the plane, inbound from Los Angeles, struck a U uck with its
landing gear, went out of control and slammed into two buildings along the runway.
THE CONSULAR spokesman said bodies would be returned to the United States
if that is what families want but that many of the American dead were of Hispanic
origin and had relatives in Mexico.

Mamie dead at 82, Saturday burial planned
WASHINGTON (AP)-Mamie Eisenhower will be buried Saturday beside her
beloved Ike, the husband of more than a half-century with whom she shared a glittering military career and the presidency.
To the nation, she was "Mamie," a shy, quiet woman who was happy to be known
simply as the wife of Dwight D. Eisenhower, a five-star general and the country's
34th president.
"I miss this man of mine; he was my life," she would tell interviewers after
Eisenhower's death in 1969 at Walter Reed Army Medical Center. They had been
married nearly 53 years.
PRESIDENT Carter said she was a warm and gracious first lady who "carried
out her public and private duties, despite a lifetime of fragile health, in a way that
won her a special place in the heart of Americans and of people all over the world."
After 10 years of living alone on the Eisenhower farm at the edge of the Civil War

battlefield in Gettysburg, Pa., Mrs. Elsenhower suffered a stroke Sept. 25 and was
paralyzed on her right side.
She had been undergoing physical therapy since then at Walter Reed.
HER SISTER, Frances Doud Moore, was the last family member to visit with
tier, leaving the hospital in early evening Wednesday.
"Mamie was in good spirits, talking about leaving the hospital and going home,"
said Mrs. Moore's son, Michael Gill. "She kissed my mother good night and said
'I'll see you tomorrow'."
A nurse and a Secret Service agent were in attendance when Mrs. Eisenhower
died, Gill said. The death, at 1:35 a.m. EST Thursday, was attributed to heart
failure.
MRS. EISENHOWER would have been 83 on Nov. 14.
As Eisenhower planned, she will be buried Saturday beside him in the "Place of

Meditation," a small chapel with richly colored windows and Travertime marble
wall panels situated just across from Eisenhower's boyhood home at Abilene, Kan.
Both are on the grounds of the Eisenhower Center at Abilene.
A military honor guard will escort Mrs. Eisenhower's coffin to the plane at Andrews Air Force Base, Md., and another will accompany it from the airport at.
Sallna, Kan., to the service in the chapel at 2:30 p.m.
Only family members and close friends have been invited to the funeral.
A MEMORIAL service will be held Monday at 10 a.m. EST at the Ft. Meyer post
chapel in Arlington, Va., a Washington suburb.
Beside her sister, Mrs. Eisenhower leaves he son, John, his wife, their four
children and four granddaughters. The Eisen! lowers had another son, Doud
Dwight, who died of scarlet fever at age 3.

Everyone baa ail excuse
(or not swlnj their doctor
about coloracul cancer How
ever, every year 52.000 man
and woman die or colorecul
cancer In this country alone
Two out of three of thaw
people might be saved by
early detection and treatment
Two out of three

BARRETT.

So what is your excuse?
Today you have a now. simple
practical way of providing
your doctor with a stool
specimen on which he can
perform the gualao test This
can detect aujna of colorecul
cancer In its early stageb
before symptoms appear
While two out of three people
can be saved. Ask your doctor
about a ,ualac lest, and stop
excusing your life away
••••••••••••a

He suports Channel 57, the Musical
Arts Center and the scholarship program of the College of Business Administration. He is a member of the
Alumni Association, the Falcon Club
and the Friends of Music.

Chuck Bartlett knows how vital your
opinions are for the progressive
development of Bowling Green. (And
he knows from first-hand experience.)
Chuck Bartlett is the only
Mayor who has ever actively
sought student opinion.
As Mayor from 1972 to 1976, Chuck
established regular meetings with
students and administrators to
review the mutual concerns of the
campus and community. NO ONE,
PRIOR TO OR SINCE HIS ADMINISTRATION, HAS MADE THIS EFFORT.
These meetings precipitated
improved streets and sidewalks
around the campus, as well as the
completion of plans for new streets,
sidewalks and lighting in apartment
areas south of the campus.

SALES POSITIONS FOR
SELF STARTERS
A representative of
Artesian Industries will be
on campus Wednesday.
Nov 7, interviewing winter
and spring graduates of
Bowling Green
The growth-oriented
company is a leader in
manufacturing and
distributing plumbing
products in the do-ityourselt market. Artesian
has doubled It! sales since
1976. primarily in supplying bathroom products
in the rapidly expanding
home improvement industry.
Artesian needs salespeople
to support growth in the
company3 37 territories
across the United States
These positions report
directyl loan area
manager
If you have set high goals
for a stimulating sales
career and want to grow
with a progressive company, contact your
Placement Office and
arrange an interview. Larry
Fuimer, Vice-President of
Finance at Artesian will be
conducting interviews
Wednesday, November 7

Stop
excusing
your life
away.

One man
believes
your voice
counts.
Chuck Bartlett's ties with BGSU go
along way back. He's a BGSU
graduate and the only mayoral candidate with a formal education beyond
high school.

!•••••••••••••

The downtown you now
enjoy originated from the
creative initiative of a BGSU
art class.

He also proposed to move the water
treatment plant away from the
campus area. The facts are that
simple, and one quick look at city
records will prove it.

As Mayor, Chuck responded to the
idea in 1973 and campaigned for the
revitalization of downtown BG.
With the cooperation of merchants,
the old, faded facades were
transformed into storefronts of
interest and character.

As Viator, Chuck will

Chuck Bartlett first proposed

the closing of Poe Ditch from

re-establish open meetings
with students and city
administrators on a regular
basis.
'lb do so, he needs your support.
On November 6th, VOTE
BARTLETT FOR MAYOR. Because
one man believes your voice counts.

VALENTINE
FOR MAYOR
Red Cross.
The Good Neighbor.

Thurstin to Mercer.

BAKTLETT
BARTLETT FOR MAYOR.
Samuel Cooper, Chairman • 725 Wallace Ave. • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Artesian

RE-ELECT

MAYOR PERKINS
we cant Afford Not TO
Citlwm lo# P»fVim

hue. awiud So. Co«fc»d Don Wlkoi

Paid Political Advertisement.

130 Br^hom Ion.

IG

O

CoOvrpanom
43402

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Dick Newlove

1 -800-438-8039

Knows and Works for his Neighbors.
• Has attended many neighborhood meetings and worked with those
groups toward solutions of their problems.
• Supported and voted for "new" Subdivision Regulations providing
for trees, sidewalks and more rational planning of new areas.
• Voted for and supported Belleville Lift Station and SummitEnterprise sewers to improve our existing neighborhoods.
• Member of Block watch and supporter of this program for community
cooperation and neighborhood protection.

"Bowling Green — A Decent Place to Work.
Live, Study and Raise a Family"
lord Choirmon

Political Adverlisement

4tlorgi>

American
Cancer
Society

newlove
cound
American Cancer
Society
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First place on the line at Toledo
Coach Chuck Stobart's youth movement with Toledo's football program
has matured early and now the Rockets
find out Saturday If they can reap the
ultimate divldend-a Mid-American
Conference (MAC) title.
The only unbeaten teams in the
league, 7-0 Central Michigan and 6-0
Toledo, square off before a regional
television audience, ABC-TV, 4:07 p.m.
EST in Toledo.

STOBART realizes his rockets, 6-2
overall, must slow Central Michigan's
potent offense centered around quarterback Gary Hogeboom and 225-pound
sophomore fullback Willie Todd.
"Naturally, we've got to try to control
the football and keep our defense off the
field as much as possible," he said.
"We are not a real high-ranking
statistical team, but we have moved the
football on everybody we've played."
Stobart took a combined total of 34
freshmen and sophomores on his
48-man traveling squad to Miami last
week and the youngsters responded
with a come-f rom-behind 24-21 triumph.
"BUT ITS hard to predict how a
young team like ours will perform week
to week," said the third-year Toledo
coach. He starts only two seniors on
each of his offensive and defensive platoons.

If the Chippewas win, they will clinch
at least a share of their first MAC title
after finishing second three of their four
seasons since Joining the conference.
If the Rockets win, they must get by
either Northern Illinois next week or
Kent State the following week to earn at
least a co-championship for the first
time since 1971.

At Central Michigan, Coach Herb
Deromedi has built fast respect for
Toledo after watching the Rockets on
film.
"You don't win at Bowling Green and
Miami unless you have talent,"
Deromedi said of Toledo. "It's a very
impressive team and its players have a
lot of confidence right now."
Central Michigan, riding the nation's
second longest winning streak of 14
games, has won 36 times, lost only six
and tied one in its four-plus seasons
against Mid-American opponents.
MEANWHILE, Toledo's program
sagged after the glory years of
1969-70-71 when the Rockets won three
titles and 35 games in a row. Toledo won
two Mid-American games each in the
last three seasons, finishing deep in the
second division.

CHS OMUNGA CHS OMUNGA CHS 0MUN6A CHS OHUNGA CHEE OMUNGA CHEE 0MUN6A CHEE

COWABUNGA
ITS
CHEE OMUNGA!

Club icersjoin new league
by Christopher Shark

The Bowling Green club hockey
program has taken a step forward
this year by Joining the Mid-Central
Collegiate Hockey Association,
(MOCHA).
According to first-year Coach
Paul Titanic, a better attitude has
developed among this year's club
skaters because of the MCCHA.
"When the guys realize they're
playing in a league, there's a lot
more to play for," Titanic said.
"They look forward to the games
more. They're not Just exhibition
games, they're games that we really
want to win."
The five-member MCCHA is composed of BG and four Michigan
schools: Michigan State Universi-

ty's junior varsity team, and varsity
teams from Eastern Michigan, Northwood Institute and Calvin College.
Titanic said the league hopes to
expand in the future, with Kent
State's varsity team "a possibility."
Titanic felt that a natural rivalry
has been developing between BG
and Michigan State, a factor that
has aided his skaters in mentally
preparing for today's 2 p.m. match
with the Spartans in the Ice Arena.
"The coach of our club team last
year was Shawn Walsh, and now he
Is the coach of their (MSU) club
team," Titanic said. "It's just a
natural incentive for our guys to
beat their old coach." BG traveled to
East Lansing earlier this fall. The
Spartans won the contest 3-2, but
Titanic said his team played well.

Re-Elect

JOSEPH CORRAL
"busy doing something for you "

First-Ward Councilman

I

Democrat

VALENTINE
FOR MAYOR

i
%

karen & dave

debbie & sammy

barb & chip

debl & geoffle

Sj

terrl & doug

beth & mlch

mary & Jeff

myra & dave

debl & george

wickie & wlllle

marisol & rick

robin & tlmmy

Jenny & gregg

Julie & stan

sherl & torn

nancy & frank

Adidas Super Star

cindy & Jay

sally & ron

roberta & biU

Janet & dave •

Adidas Star (a" purpose) now $2640

laurle & bobby

krina & tlm

patty & mark

mlndy & gary

Jan & ron

Janle & Jeffrey

Judl & Jeff

pat & val

5

laurle & rick

ann & dick

meribeth & al

dana & vlnce

9j

Jill & Jim

noreen & dale

llnda & brian

sandy & matt

Jean & casey

deb & bob

cathy& billy Joe

ash ley & dave

S

mary & Joe

k-ann & bob

lorraine & bryan

linda & gordon

*

i

pam & Jack

sue & randy

klmothy & J.d.

lynn & steve

<S

peggy&Jeff

lynda & d sn

carrie & mike

klm & Jeff

S

sharon & Jim

theresa & Jeff

karen & zam

tammy & John

Julie & seamas

nancy &"cool dude"

cathy & scott

patty & chad

310. LATIN AMERICA: 20 REPUBLICS (4). 2:30-4:30 TR. Thomas.

Janice & "totiy"

klm & Jimmy

dlane & Jeff

m.W. & splderman *

323. HISTORY OF AMERICAN JOURNALISM (4). 12:30 MTRF. Hess.

Jerl & matt

gwen & bob

cory Sc vie

lynnette & bill

s
I

Jn

karen & John
«

pam & dave

sue & Jim
steph&J.J.
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we're
going
bananas

1

considering it was BG's first game
of the year.
"Really, we used that game as an
exhibition game to experiment. We
learned a few things in that first
game, so I think we'll suprise them
this time around. We'll go with our
very best to win this game.
Titanic said he hopes the club
team can improve to win the league
championship. He felt Michigan
State would present the biggest
obstacle to that goal.
Going into today's game, the club
team's record is 2-1, with victories
over two Detroit area junior teams.
BG defeated the Wayne Chiefs 7-5
and the Paddock Poll Saints 5-4.
Following the varsity game with
Vermont tomorrow, the club team
will host Curran Crane.

267 S Summit St., Bowling Green. Ohio

SALE.' SALE! SALE!
Adidas Pro Model

now $39°°

reg. $49

Support the BG
News Advertisers

now $35 °°

reg $44

reg $33 Locker Room Sporting Goods
112 S. Main St. BG

|

NEW AND SPECIAL HISTORY OFFERINGS, WINTER 1980

I
£

207. AFRO-AMERICAN HISTORY (4). 6:30-8:30 MW. History of black Americans from African origins,
slavery, and emancipation through rural Southern and 20th-century urban experiences. Dwarko.
280. CHINA AND INDIA (4). 12:30 MTRF. Chen and Kawashima.
302. CRIME, POVERTY, AND VIOLENCE IN THE 19TH CENTURY (4). 6:30-8:30 MW. Graham.
303. WORLDWAR II (4). 6:30-8:30 TR. Alston.

v"

306. HISTORY OF OHIO (4). 8:30-10:30 TF. Wright.

ci

325. BUSINESS HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES (4). 3:30 MTWR. American business in Its historical
setting from 1607 to the present. Interaction between economic and political forces in explaining the
unique role private enterprise has played in American life. Seavoy.

s

326. WOMEN IN AMERICAN HISTORY (4). 2:30-4:30 MW. Major issues and movements in American history
that have involved women from colonial period to modern times. Friedman.

1

360. MAJOR PERSONALITIES OF THE 20TH CENTURY (4). 10:30 TWRF. Biographical study of individuals
whose lives made substantial changes in aspects of modern society, examined both as individuals and
as representatives of major movements of the 20th century. Givens.
A391. THE BIBLE AS HISTORY, II: THE NEW TESTAMENT (4). 6:30-8:30 MW. Based on modern Biblical
scholarship, study is keyed to analyzing the New Testament as a historical medium reflecting the cultural
matrix of Greco-Roman Palestine, conveying the eschatological message of Jesus through his disciples,
and maneuvering the evangelical mission of the early Christian church. Daly.
B391. HISTORY THROUGH DRAMA (4). 1:30 MTRF. A comparative study of how selected historical episodes
are utilized by historians and dramatists In their respective attempts to give meaning to the past. The
course will Include a study of specific plays and historical works and compare the use and oraganization
of historical data by dramatists and historians. Forse.

CHS OMUNGA

CHS OMUNGA

$,....„.,„.„„.
******* find it in „the classified ads ********i

446.

REFORMATION EUROPE: 1500-1700(4). 11:30 TWRF. Europe's struggle to create a framework of
authority and stability out of division and disorder. Religion, internal politics, and international relations
as key elements: compares experiences of England, France, Holy Roman Empire, Netherlands, and
Spain. Knox.

Dick Newlove Helped Return
Integrity to City Finances.
• Instituted open, meaningful and complete budget hearings.
• Monthly budget status reports now available to all council
members and department heads.
• Financial data and budgets now on file for public at Wood
County Public Library.
• Careful analysis of all accounts at all times.
• Accounting procedures have been updated.
• Sponsored a new travel expense ordinance to eliminate the
excessive costs of travelling by personal automobile on
authorized out-of-state trips.

W large

newlove
council

• Competent planning of capital expenditures.
• Careful examination of all departmental budget requests.
As Chairman of Council's Finance Committee,
Dick works hand in hand with City
Finance Director Charles Foust.

"Bowling Green - a Great Place to Work,
Live, Study and Raise a Family."

Committee to Re-elect Newlove,
Bruce H. Bel lard, Chairman
Political Advertisement
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sports
Kaczor ready, boosts hopes
by Kan Koppal
staff reporter

Kathy Kaczor has been given the
green light.
The freshman from Perrysburg
received permission to participate in
the Midwest Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
(MAI AW) Regional meet along with the
rest of Bowling Green's women's cross
country team tomorrow at Michigan
State.
Kaczor visited her doctor Wednesday
after a leg injury bothered her all
season began to worsen following her
third place finish in the Tri-State Invitational last Saturday.
THE FALCONS' number two runner
said her leg problem, which has been
diagnosed as a calcium deposit in her
right shin, has only bothered her before
and after meets, which did not cause
her to miss a single race during the
year.
"It (the leg) doesn't hurt when I run
hard," Kaczor said. "It only hurts when
I start and when I end a race."
BG Coach Sid Sink told Kaczor to stay
off her leg all week, and not to run at
staff photo by I
Falcon linebacker Doug Cart (58) reaches to haul down Miami fullback Mark Beck (30).

BG faces tough test at Kentucky
by Dan Firestone
sports editor

Bowling Green's football team may be stepping out of
its league in more ways than one tomorrow when the
Falcons travel to Lexington to face the Kentucky Wildcats
at 1:30 p.m.
BG, 3-5 and 3-4 in the Mid-American Conference < MAC),
will face a stiff challenge in trying to break its three-game
losing streak.
The Wildcats, 2-5 and 1-2 in the Southeastern Conference, have suffered two straight road defeats losing to
Iouisiana State 23-19, and last week to Georgia, 20-6.
Frank Curd's team has a run-oriented attack led by
sophomore fullback Shawn Donigan (57? yards) and
freshman Chris Jones.
"WE'RE GOING to have our hands full," BG Coach
Denny Stolz said. "It's going to be very difficult for us to
go down there and win.
"But I think we'U have a good opportunity to evaluate
our defensive players. It's going to be a good test for them.
"Offensively, I think we can move the ball on them.

They are good defensively but I think we can peck away at
them."
It will be Homecoming and a crowd of 65,000 is expected
at Commonwealth Stadium, which would be the largest
crowd the Falcons have played in front of this season.
"THEY (Kentucky) have improved a great deal since
the start of the season," Stolz said."They had some problems, they suspended some kids.
"But they didn't lose anything on defense. Their
defense is way ahead of they're offense."
Stolz said he will continue to "use a lot of kids."
"I thought they played well against Ball State in the second half," he said of BG's 38-23 loss. "The film indicates
it was one of the better games we played."
Stolz was particularly pleased with two freshmen-wide
receiver Shawn Potts and fullback Tom Glendening.
"Glendening is our number four fullback," Stolz said.
"And he went in and played well. I was happy with that.
For the little time he played he probably graded 100 percent."

all. But the persistent pain forced Kaczor to visit a doctor in Bowling Green
Wednesday, who gave her permission
to travel to East Lansing.
BG WILL be one of 23 teams competing in the MAIAW Regionals. The
top three teams will qualify for the national meet in Florida, as will the top 15
individual runners.
Though Kaczor's presence helps the
Falcons, their outcome in the meet will
rest strongly on the performance of
Becky Dodson.
The senior has won her last four
races, breaking BG's course record,
becoming the record holder of the
5,000-meter run for the Falcons and
shattering Eastern Michigan's course
mark in the process.
Dodson said that the fact that many
of the teams the harriers will be running against Saturday started their
seasons a few weeks before the Falcons
could help BG.
She said that many of the other teams
are mentally tired from trying to pump
themselves up for meets week after
week, which bolsters the Falcons'
chances for a bid in the national meet.
"Everybody's going to have to run

extremely well," Dodson said of the
Falcons' chances, "and possibly some
of the other teams are going to have to
give us a break, which is conceivable,
because some of the teams are struggling now.
"THE MAJORITY of the top seven
(BG runners) are freshmen and they've
never experienced this before. They're
raring to go."
Six weeks ago, at the start of the
Falcons' season, the possibility of
finishing near the top of the field at
MSU was very remote.
Not only did the harriers start running weeks behind almost everyone else,
but the squad, which replaced last
year's total of six runners, is composed
almost entirely of freshmen.
Sink had his inhibitions about the harriers. But youth and inexperience was
overcome by constant improvement,
ranging from a fifth place in their opening meet in Kentucky to back to
back first places they recorded the last
two weeks of the season, changing
Sink's doubts into optimism.
"I don't know if we'll qualify for nationals," Sink said. "But it will be a
neckuva lot better than last year."

Swimmers dive into season
by Kan Koppal
staff reporter

Seven straight state championships.
That's the goal Bowling Green's
women's swim team will have in mind
when it open the season tonight
hosting the BG Relays at Cooper Pool.
The diving competition is at 7 p.m.,
and the meet concludes tomorrow with
the swimming competition starting at
10:30 a.m.
BG Coach Tom Stubbs was optimistic
when discussing the possibilites of the
Falcons' repeating as champions.
THE SWIMMERS will have 11 returning lettermen to compensate the loss
of the six swimmers from last year's
squad. Most notably missed will be
Parkie Thompson, who swam in the national meet all four years while at BG.
Yet Stubbs said that
with the
capabilities of some of the new
freshmen, his squad can't possibly be

Stubbs said. "Nancy Hinders is back
and she looks good, but we don't have
the depth in the backstroke we had."
STUBBS is hoping freshman Judy
McRitchie can strengthen the team's
backstroke event.
BG will be defending its title in the
ten-team relays. Also gunning for the
crown will be Miami and Ohio State,
last year's number two and three state
teams, respectively, along with
Michigan, who is making their first appearance at the event.
Stubbs said he felt Michigan never
traveled to BG because of the
Natatorium, the former facility for BG
meets, but accepted the invitation to
compete in the Student Rec Center.
"We invited Michigan, encouraged
them to come," Stubbs said. "We
thought it would upgrade the meet and
the competion."
The Wolverines have consistenly
ranked in the top ten nationally.

ruled out as a championship contender.
While Stubbs said the Falcons are in
pretty good shape in the freestyle and
butterfly events, he looks for the
breatstroke to be the Falcons' strong
point.
"The breastroke appears, over the
long haul this year, that it's going to be
stronger," Stubbs said when comparing
his team to last season.
MIDGE HILL, who Stubbs said is
very strong in the breaststroke, has experienced some leg troubles which has
set her training back slightly.
One area where the Falcons are solid
in is the diving. Both Mary Ann Harrison, who also traveled to nationals
last year, and Lisa Johnson, BG's
number two diver, are back this season
along with freshman IJsa Fry.
But the Falcons do have a few
weaknesses opening the season.
"Losing Parkie Thompson and Linda
Zadel hurt us in the backstroke,"

Make Nov. 6th
Valentines Day

MAYOR PERKINS
Listens to Student Views
and Puts Them Into Action.

Get out and Vote
Valentine

6. Insisted that the new waste-water treatment plant be located East of 1-75. Poe
Ditch enclosed from its Western terminus
to Mercer Road.
7. Provided good day to day service with no
increase in taxes.
8. Maintained a spirit of cooperation, not
confrontation with BGSU students.
9. Encouraged a friendly spirit of cooperation between BGSU Security Officers and
City Police Department.
10. Strongly supports BGSU academic,
cultural, athletic and other events.
11. Actively worked on registration and participation of student voters.

1. Maintains an open door policy so any student can talk to any City official.
2. Appointed students to City Boards and
Commissions.
3. Supported sidewalks for South College
Drive where many students walk.
4. Supported repaying of East Wooster
Street at minimal cost to City.
5. Cooperated with BGSU on parking lots,
exchange of real estate for waste-water
treatment plant.

RE-ELECT

MAYOR PERKINS
Mayor

we cant Afford Not TO
Citizens for Perkins
Bruce Bellard/Sue Crawford/Don Wilcox:
330 Brigham Lane, B.G. O

..

Co-Chairpersons

43402
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